Pathfinder deck

A harrow card is one of the 54 individual cards that make up a Harrow deck , used in a form of
divination among Varisian fortune-tellers. Each card symbolizes the six basic abilities of a
creature, its moral and ethical stance, and the outlook of events past, present, and future. In the
Harrow deck, strength is one of a creature's six basic abilities, represented as a hammer. In the
Harrow deck, dexterity is one of a creature's six basic abilities, represented as a key. In the
Harrow deck, constitution is one of a creature's six basic abilities, represented by a shield. In
the Harrow deck, intelligence is one of a creature's six basic abilities, represented by a book. In
the Harrow deck, wisdom is one of a creature's six basic abilities, represented by a star. In the
Harrow deck, charisma is one of a creature's six basic abilities, represented by a crown. This
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Newsletter GalaxyQuest. More than mere playing cards, harrow decks allow individuals to
communicate with powers beyond mortal ken. A witch who serves the spirits of the harrow in
exchange for mystical power is known as a cartomancer. Rather than connecting with a familiar
, a cartomancer communes with her patron through a consecrated harrow deck. Each
cartomancer carries a special harrow deck that allows her to communicate with her patron. The
cartomancer must consult her harrow deck each day to prepare her spells and cannot prepare
spells that are not stored in the deck. The spell deck cannot be used for this purpose if any
cards are missing. The following familiar ability works differently for a cartomancer. At 3rd level,
when the cartomancer uses the Deadly Dealer feat with a card from her spell deck, the card is
not destroyed and gains the returning weapon special ability. In addition, the cartomancer can
deliver a touch spell with a thrown card. This uses the Deadly Dealer feat see below , except the
attack is resolved as a ranged touch attack and the card deals no damage of its own. At 2nd
level, a cartomancer gains the Deadly Dealer feat as a bonus feat, even if she does not meet the
prerequisites. The cartomancer gains the benefits of the Arcane Strike feat, but only for the
purposes of using Deadly Dealer. Hexes : The following witch hexes complement the
cartomancer archetype: evil eye, fortune, misfortune, soothsayer. Major Hexes : The following
major hexes complement the cartomancer archetype: harrowing curse see below , vision. Grand
Hexes : The following grand hex complements the cartomancer archetype: Dire Prophecy.
Toggle navigation. Contents Spell Deck Deadly Dealer. Spell Deck Each cartomancer carries a
special harrow deck that allows her to communicate with her patron. Deliver Touch Spells Su At
3rd level, when the cartomancer uses the Deadly Dealer feat with a card from her spell deck, the
card is not destroyed and gains the returning weapon special ability. Patreon Supporters. Aura
moderate illusion ; CL 6th. This set of parchment cards is usually found in an ivory, leather, or
wooden box. When a card is drawn at random and thrown to the ground, a major image of a
creature is formed. The figment lasts until dispelled. The illusory creature cannot move more
than 30 feet away from where the card landed, but otherwise moves and acts as if it were real.
At all times it obeys the desires of the character who drew the card. When the illusion is
dispelled, the card becomes blank and cannot be used again. If the card is picked up, the
illusion is automatically and instantly dispelled. The cards in a deck and the illusions they bring
forth are summarized on the following table. Use one of the first two columns to simulate the
contents of a full deck using either ordinary playing cards or tarot cards. If cards are missing,
reduce the price by a corresponding amount. Feats Craft Wondrous Item , major image ; Cost 4,
gp. Toggle navigation. Patreon Supporters. Red dragon. Male human fighter and four guards.
Female human wizard. Male human druid. Cloud giant. Glabrezu demon. Male elf wizard and
female apprentice. Half-elf ranger. Male half-orc barbarian. Ogre mage. Three human clerics.
Male dwarf paladin. Frost giant. Iron golem. Three halfling rogues. Half-elf bard. Hill giant. A
deck of many things is usually found in a box or leather pouch. Each deck contains a number of
cards or plaques made of ivory or vellum. Each is engraved with glyphs, characters, and sigils.
As soon as one of these cards is drawn from the pack, its magic is bestowed upon the person
who drew it, for better or worse. The character with a deck of many things who wishes to draw a
card must announce how many cards she will draw before she begins. Cards must be drawn
within 1 hour of each other, and a character can never draw from this deck any more cards than
she has announced. If the character does not willingly draw her allotted number or if she is
somehow prevented from doing so , the cards flip out of the deck on their own. If the Idiot or
Jester is drawn, the possessor of the deck may elect to draw additional cards. Each time a card
is taken from the deck, it is replaced making it possible to draw the same card twice unless the
draw is the Jester or the Fool, in which case the card is discarded from the pack. A deck of
many things contains 22 cards. To simulate the magic cards, you may want to use tarot cards,
as indicated in the second column of the accompanying table. If no tarot deck is available,
substitute ordinary playing cards instead, as indicated in the third column. The effects of each

card, summarized on the table, are clarified below. Balance : The character must change to a
radically different alignment. If the character fails to act according to the new alignment , she
gains a negative level. Comet : The character must single-handedly defeat the next hostile
monster or monsters encountered, or the benefit is lost. If successful, the character gains
enough XP to attain the next experience level. Donjon : This card signifies
imprisonmentâ€”either by the imprisonment spell or by some powerful being. All gear and
spells are stripped from the victim in any case. Draw no more cards. Euryale : The medusa-like
visage of this card brings a curse that only the Fates card or a deity can remove. The â€”1
penalty on all saving throws is otherwise permanent. The Fates : This card enables the
character to avoid even an instantaneous occurrence if so desired, for the fabric of reality is
unraveled and respun. Note that it does not enable something to happen. It can only stop
something from happening or reverse a past occurrence. The reversal is only for the character
who drew the card; other party members may have to endure the situation. Flames : Hot anger,
jealousy, and envy are but a few of the possible motivational forces for the enmity. Determine
the outsider randomly, and assume that it attacks the character or plagues her life in some way
within 1d20 days. Fool : The payment of XP and the redraw are mandatory. This card is always
discarded when drawn, unlike all others except the Jester. Gem : This card indicates wealth.
The jewelry is all gold set with gems, each piece worth 2, gp, and the gems are worth 1, gp each.
The additional draw is optional. Jester : This card is always discarded when drawn, unlike all
others except the Fool. The redraws are optional. Key : The magic weapon granted must be one
usable by the character. Knight : The fighter appears out of nowhere and serves loyally until
death. He or she is of the same race or kind and gender as the character. This fighter can be
taken as a cohort by a character with the Leadership feat. These wishes are the same as those
granted by the 9th-level wizard spell and must be used within a number of minutes equal to the
number received. If the character has no cohorts, the enmity of some powerful personage or
community, or religious order can be substituted. The hatred is secret until the time is ripe for it
to be revealed with devastating effect. Ruin : As implied by its name, when this card is drawn,
all non-magical possessions of the drawer are lost. Skull : A dread wraith appears. The
character must fight it aloneâ€”if others help, dread wraiths appear to fight them as well. If the
character is slain, she is slain forever and cannot be revived, even with a wish or a miracle. Star
: The 2 points are added to any ability the character chooses. They cannot be divided among
two abilities. Talons : When this card is drawn, every magic item owned or possessed by the
character is instantly and irrevocably lost, except for the deck. The castle gained appears in any
open area she wishes but the decision where to place it must be made within 1 hour. Vizier :
This card empowers the character drawing it with the one-time ability to call upon a source of
wisdom to solve any single problem or answer fully any question upon her request. The query
or request must be made within 1 year. Whether the information gained can be successfully
acted upon is another matter entirely. The Void : This black card spells instant disaster. A wish
or a miracle does not bring the character back, instead merely revealing the plane of
entrapment. A deck of many things can be destroyed by losing it in a wager with a deity of law.
The deity must be unaware of the nature of the deck. Toggle navigation. Patreon Supporters. A
Harrow Deck of Many Things is usually found wrapped in cloth or velvet and hidden away within
a simple wooden case, but nothing marks it as being anything other than an oft-used and
treasured focus of the fortune-telling art. A bearer of a Harrow Deck of Many Things who wishes
to draw a card must announce how many cards he will draw before doing so. These cards must
be drawn within 1 hour of each other, and a character can never draw any more cards from the
deck than he announced unless the effect of a drawn card states otherwise. If the character
does not willingly draw his allotted number or is somehow prevented from doing so, the cards
flip out of the deck on their own after 1 hour. Future attempts to draw cards from the deck made
by someone who has already drawn his allotted number reveal only blank cards. Each time a
card is taken from the deck, it is replaced, making it possible to draw the same card twice. A
Harrow Deck of Many Things contains 54 cards, with the effects of each detailed in the following
Effects of the Harrow section. As with the classic deck of many things , the Harrow deck of
many things is a powerful magical item with great potential to derail an ongoing campaign. As
with any artifact, the GM should consider the possible ramifications of adding such a powerful
and potentially devastating element to the game. Fortunately, the drawing mechanism of using a
Harrow deck of many things allows the GM to control any potential damage. The Harrow deck of
many things has 54 effectsâ€”more than double the standard deck of many thingsâ€”so if the
GM takes out one or two cards, no one will notice. The 54 cards in the Harrow Deck of Many
Things possess wildly differing powers. While many effects occur instantaneously and are
permanent, some can be delayed. Unless otherwise noted, effects caused by the deck are
permanent and can only be undone by a miracle or wish spell, the powers of another artifact, or

the intervention of a deity. The Harrow Deck of Many Things possesses a strange sort of
self-preservation. If the deck is damagedâ€”regardless of how much damage it takesâ€”one
card is destroyed and the deck randomly teleports somewhere else on the plane. If it is
somehow pursued and damaged again within 1 minute, another card is destroyed and the deck
teleports again. If this process is repeated until no cards are remaining, the deck is destroyed. If
the deck is not entirely destroyed, destroyed cards reappear at a rate of 1 per hour. Those who
would dare a potentially life-changing draw from the Harrow Deck of Many Things should
consider the following. Wesley Schneider. Toggle navigation. Contents Draws from the Harrow
Effects of the Harrow. Patreon Supporters. The character becomes the focal point of an
earthquake , as per the earthquake spell. In addition to saving versus this effect, the character
must succeed at an additional Will save or be affected by the spell imprisonment. The character
gains the lycanthrope template, becoming a werebear lycanthrope , and as such, remove
disease and heal have no affect on this affliction. While in combat, the character is always
considered to be flanked. If the character has no such allies, the enmity of some powerful
personage, community, or religious order can be substituted. This hatred remains a secret until
such a time that it might be most dramatically and perilously revealed. Upon drawing this card,
the character knows that someone or something will turn against him, but nothing more. When
he does so, a piece of metal in close proximity shatters. Upon drawing The Carnival, the card is
set aside and the GM draws nine additional cards from the deck. These cards are laid face up
for the character to view, then flipped over and shuffled by the GM. Upon drawing this card, the
character may choose to draw up to three additional cards. Whichever is not selected is
destroyed or slain and cannot be restored by mortal means. The character is made aware of the
ramifications of this choice upon drawing the card. An elder air elemental appears, and the
character must fight it alone. From this point on, whenever the character rolls initiative , he rolls
twice and selects whichever result he prefers. All that remains are his items and a glowing gem
containing his soul. A resurrection or stronger spell is required to restore the character, and
doing so destroys the gem. This card grants the character the one-time ability to travel to any
location on the same plane instantly, bringing with him up to 10 allies and 2, pounds of goods.
The character must know exactly where he wishes to travel, such as a place he has been or a
location on a map, but not a vague or hidden location, like the richest dungeon in the world or
the Lost City of Ird. This transportation ignores all barriers against teleportation or other
magical effects. A powerful evil outsider takes notice of the character and sets plans in motion
to destroy him. The mysterious entity known as the Foreign Trader appears and offers the
character any treasure he wishes in return for years of his life. If the character accepts, he must
choose to age a number of age categories. The character takes all the ability score penalties for
his new age, but gains none of the benefits. For each age category he advances, however, he
gains 20, gp worth of credit with the Foreign Trader, which can be spent on any non-unique
magic items. Any credit a character does not spend is lost. After the character is done spending
his credit, the Foreign Trader vanishes. Years taken by the Foreign Trader cannot be restored
by any means. The Foreign Trader does not trade with characters who cannot die of old age. If
the character is immortal, the Foreign Trader vanishes, leaving behind another card. If the
character declines to bargain with the Foreign Trader, the trader disappears in a puff of acrid
yellow smoke. The character must choose one weapon or armor in his possession to be
reforged into another weapon or armor of equal or lesser gp value. Any gp value not spent is
lost. From the hours of dusk to dawn, the character is treated as being one level lower than
normal. If the character has multiple classes, he must decide upon drawing this card which
class is affected. The character inherits a noble title and 15, gp soon after drawing this card. The
GM decides the particulars of when and how this occurs. This card grants the character the
one-time ability to call upon an omniscient spirit to fully answer any question or solve any
single puzzle. Whether the information revealed can be effectively acted upon is another
question entirely. Roll individually for each ability score. This card grants the character the
one-time ability to force another creature to answer a single question truthfully. The card does
not grant the character or creature questioned any special insight, so a creature might still
answer a question falsely if it believes the falsehood. Upon drawing this card, the character
selects one of his allies. The final card is discarded. The character gains a personal demiplane,
as per a permanent create demiplane spell. Roll on Table: Common Item Curses to generate this
effect, rerolling results for specific items. This card grants the character the ability to open any
one door, lock, set of bindings, or other locked barrier. This includes magical gates or portals
that have specific requirements to activate. The character cannot gain another level in
whichever class he currently has the most levels. This effect can be circumvented if the
character is killed and returned to life, but the next time he is restored to life he is affected as if
by the spell reincarnate , regardless of what spell was cast. Should the character accept, he

must organize a lavish wedding ceremony by the end of the week and ever after be committed
to this exotic outsider. If the character declines or breaks his wedding vow, the genie is
heartbroken and returns to his or her home plane, provoking the ire of the associated elemental
court. The character grows one size category, gaining all the benefits and penalties of increased
size. His equipment does not increase in size. This affliction cannot be cured by any effect short
of a miracle or wish spell. This card grants the character the one-time ability to scry on any
target anywhere for 1 minute. The target, however, is immediately aware that it is being scryed
upon by the character. The character is granted a holy avenger. This weapon has all the
properties of a normal holy avenger, along with a special ability that can be used once. Upon
being thrust into the ground by its bearer as a standard action , the weapon transforms into a
paladin two levels higher than the wielder. This paladin possesses her own holy avenger and
aids the character in any way her alignment permits for 30 minutes. This enemy has a complete
change of heart and now favors the character. When the character draws this card, 2d4 giant
ants appear to serve the character until they are slain. These creatures eagerly seek to aid and
protect the character. All attacks the character makes that threaten a critical hit are
automatically confirmed. Likewise, all attacks made against the character that threaten a critical
hit are also automatically confirmed. Anytime the character lies with the true intent to deceive,
he turns into a random animal for 1 hour. Lying with the intent to trigger this effect never works.
While the disease cannot be cured by any effect short of a miracle or wish spell, the effects of
the affliction can be negated through the use of spells like restoration. Anyone who touches the
character must succeed at a Fortitude save or be poisoned by greenblood oil. This poison
affects even those who touch the character to administer aid or healing magic. The next time
the character is reduced to â€”10 hit points , he is instantly restored to full hit points. If he is
killed by an effect that slays him without dealing hit point damage such as by disintegrate , the
effect fails to kill him and he is restored to full hit points. If he is killed by a hostile environment
such as a lava flow or when teleporting to a dangerous plane , he is transported to his last safe
location and restored to full hit points. This card does not save the character from effects that
would permanently disable him, like petrification. Once per day, the character can communicate
as per the spell speak with plants and have a plant truthfully answer any single question. When
the character draws this card, a powerful being appears before the character and tasks him to
undertake a dangerous quest. When the character completes the quest, the powerful being
reappears, granting the character a lavish reward. This card grants the character the ability to
summon an outsider of his alignment once per day. The character gains the one-time ability to
issue a single command to any creature in the multiverse and have the order obeyed. The target
is affected as if by the spell dominate monster , and even orders for the target to kill itself are
followed. Any creature targeted by this effect knows that it is acting against its will, and knows
the identity and location of the character. Immortal creatures cannot effectively kill themselves,
and the act only causes them considerable but fleeting pain. Additionally, creatures with the
ability to grant such boons typically also possess the power to revoke them, and do so as soon
as the command releases them. The GM ultimately decides what this command can accomplish.
This card grants the character the one-time ability to undo one past choice or regrettable action.
The fabric of reality is unraveled and respun, potentially restoring creatures to life or altering
the course of history, depending on how the character acted and how he wishes he would have
acted. The player chooses what situation he would have acted differently in and the GM
determines how reality changes to reflect that act. The change primarily affects the character,
affecting others as little as possible. Upon drawing this card, 3d6 unruly, accident-prone,
1st-level commoners appear to serve the character. If these followers are killed, the character
takes the usual penalties on attracting further followers. The character receives two visions and
the knowledge that one vision is true and the other false, though he does not know which is
which. The GM determines the specifics of these visions. The visions may be views of the past,
present, or future; cryptic omens; or total fantasies. The GM determines which item manifests
magical properties and what those properties are. Upon drawing this card, 1d6 exact duplicates
of the character appear within a mile radius. These duplicates have the alignment opposite to
that of the original character and oppose his goals. The character is granted a single wish. The
GM decides what the wish can and cannot accomplish. While sharing a format with playing
cards, Pathfinder Cards are designed to be used as gameplay aids, and most don't include
standalone game rules. Early products in this line bore the GameMastery Cards brand. The
Pathfinder Cards line includes several families of products, nearly all of them in the form of
poker-sized decks of cards:. Several series of cards were designed to function as player
accessories and GM aids by depicting people, places, and things related to the Pathfinder
campaign setting. Many were released in support of Pathfinder Adventure Paths , while others
were themed around Pathfinder Society Organized Play storylines, Pathfinder Modules , and the

iconic Pathfinder heroes. After years of regular releases, no new products in these lines were
planned in these series as of the first half of Some Pathfinder Cards decks optionally modify
existing game mechanics or add new mechanics. The Critical Hit Deck and Critical Fumble Deck
, for example, provide randomized effects for critical hits and fumbles. Plot Twist Cards attach
mechanical effects to story devices. Chase Cards Decks provide Game Masters with a way to
genera
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te dynamic chase sequences linked to game mechanics, while Social Combat provide a similar
system for skill-based interactions. Tides of Battle adds card game elements to the existing
combat system. Other decks simply provide easy access to commonly referenced game rules
and help players track temporary effects. Condition Cards describe different character
conditions, such as being confused or shaken. Buff Deck contains cards for commonly applied
beneficial effects. Rules Reference Flash Cards streamline rules and game systems to quickly
reference complex mechanics. The Harrow Deck and Deluxe Harrow Deck , initially released
under the Pathfinder Chronicles product line, provide physical props for practicing the in-game
Harrow divination ritual. It also includes rules for Towers , a standalone card game using the
Harrow deck. February 17, March 3, May 18, Pathfinder Tales Pathfinder Terrain. Campaign
Cards. Face Cards. Item Cards. Other Cards. Licensed Lines. Lines on Hiatus or Retired.

